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“Children are our most 
valuable resource.” 

— Herbert Hoover,
31st President of the United States



One fne year, in a colourful, diverse, and 
connected world, World Children's Day grew 
near. Children around the world decided to 
get together virtually to share some words 

of wisdom. 

They decided to include the best ones in a 
book for all the children of the world to 
read and remember how important World 
Children's Day is and what it is all about.  

Let's embark on an adventure and discover 
the wisdom they shared!





In a quiet mountain village of Nepal, little 
Hiro spoke, "Remember, even the tallest 

mountains can be conquered one step at a 
time."





In the sun-kissed felds of India, young Priya 
giggled, "Just like the lotus blooms amidst 
the muddiest waters, believe in yourself, it 

can help you rise above any challenge."





In the vibrant markets of Mexico City, 
mischievous Carlos exclaimed, "When life 

throws you piñatas, swing your bat of 
kindness instead of anger!"





Over in the enchanting forests of Norway, 
curious Astrid whispered, "In the darkness, 
look for the forest's frefies; they remind 
us that small sparks of hope can light up 

our world."





In the serene savannahs of Somalia, wise 
Kaya shared, "When faced with uncertainty, 
listen to the sounds of the quiet voice from 

your inner being – they will guide you 
towards your true path."





Emma from London, with her bright smile, 
would say, "Dream like a wildfower, for 
even in the darkest corners, hope will 

always fnd its way to you."





Ahmed of Pakistan, with his wise eyes, 
would share, "Listen to nature's whispers, 
and you'll fnd secrets that will make your 

heart dance."





From across the globe in New Zealand, 
Aiko, with her gentle voice, would offer, 

"When you stumble, let courage and 
compassion guide your steps. Like the 
mighty Kauri, you have the strength to 

grow tall."





Zhenya of Lithuania, with her infectious 
laughter, would proclaim, "Embrace the 

kaleidoscope of life, for within its colourful 
bursts lies the sweetness of joy and 

surprises."





From France, little Pierre, with twinkling 
eyes, said, "Imagination is the key that 
unlocks the door to endless possibilities. 

Let your dreams soar, and you shall reach 
great heights."





In Japan, sweet Sakura whispered, "Just like 
a cherry blossom, life is both fragile and 

beautiful. Embrace every moment, for even 
the briefest sparkle has the power to bring 

joy."





From the palm spotted beaches of Sri 
Lanka, wise Malaika spoke, "Our differences 

make us unique, but our love binds us 
together. Let us celebrate diversity and 

build a bright future hand in hand."





And fnally, from the United States, 
adventurous Alex exclaimed, "In every 

corner of the globe, magic awaits discovery. 
Take a leap of faith, and watch the world 

unveil its wonders."





The children transcended borders, inspiring 
children around the world to dream, listen, 
persevere, and embrace life's joy. As their 
voices blended, these young souls reminded 
us all that children hold the wisdom of the 

world, teaching us to be profound, 
thoughtful, and wise.

So, take these wise words to heart and let 
them guide you on your own magical 

journey.
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“If you want your children to be intelligent, 
read them fairy tales. 

If you want them to be more intelligent, 
read them more fairy tales.” 

Albert Einstein, theoretical physicist


